Discovery Interactive Text (D.I.T)

ENGAGE

**Topic Title**  Copy the Name of the DIT *(Green Font)*

**Interactive Vocabulary:** Complete as you read
The D.I.T has several hyperlinked vocabulary terms. Select 5 terms that are the *most* unfamiliar to you. Read the definition, watch the animation & watch the video for each term. Then explain the term in your own words.
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.

**Reading:** Write 5 complete sentence facts from the Reading
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.

**Video Segment(s):** Watch the video(s). Copy the TITLE of the video segment, the QUESTION that accompanies the title of each video AND provide an ANSWER after viewing the video.
1. Title of Video & the Question
   a. Provide an answer
2. Title of Video & the Question
   a. Provide an answer
3. Title of Video & the Question
   a. Provide an answer
4. Title of Video & the Question
   a. Provide an answer

**Application/Analysis:**
CREATE 3 Questions from the Reading/Videos and then Answer. Short answer or Fill in the blank.
1. Question
   a. Provide an answer
2. Question
   a. Provide an answer
3. Question
   a. Provide an answer

**Assessment:** Each D.I.T ends with 2-3 assessment questions. Solve/Answer each question, submit & then review the correct answer(s) if provided. After completing and reviewing these assessment questions, explain in 3 sentences what you *already knew* and what you *now know* from this D.I.T.

**Can you Explain?** When you see the green “Can you Explain” copy the ? & provide a complete answer.

**Bridging & Connecting:**
Last Topic: What was the last unit or section about?
Bridging: What is the connection between the last topic/section and the current topic or section?